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Abstract. Cloud computing platforms are considerably attractive for
parallel applications that perform large-scale, computationally intensive
tasks. These platforms can provide elastic computing resources to the
parallel software owing to system virtualization technology. Almost ev-
ery cloud service provider operates on a pay-per-use basis, and therefore,
it is important to estimate the performance of parallel applications before
deploying them. However, a comprehensive study that can predict the
performance of parallel applications remains unexplored and is still a re-
search topic. In this paper, we provide a theoretical performance model
that can predict the performance of parallel applications in different
virtual machine scheduling policies and evaluate the model in repre-
sentative hypervisors including KVM, Xen, and VMware. Through this
analysis and evaluation, we show that our performance prediction model
is accurate and reliable.

1 Introduction

Cloud computing is an attractive approach to enable research scientists to utilize
nearly limitless computation resources in a reliable and flexible manner. By us-
ing cloud services, research scientists can deploy parallel applications to perform
large-scale, computationally intensive tasks reliably without worrying about the
configuration or the arrangement of the hardware platforms for the deployment
[17]. Moreover, owing to the elastic characteristic of cloud computing, they can
flexibly adjust the capacity of the computing resources according to the require-
ments of each parallel application. As a result, the use of cloud computing for
parallel applications is currently increasing at a fast rate [3].

Virtualization is the main technology of cloud computing. Whether cloud
vendors provide IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service),
or SaaS (Service as a Service) for their customers, every stack of those services
has a virtualization layer on top of the lower physical layers. Virtualization
offers elastic and flexible virtual computing environments that are essential for
cloud computing by providing each user the illusion of possessing an OS on
a real hardware platform. In virtualization software, a hypervisor virtualizes all
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hardware resources such as the CPU, memory, and I/O devices of a real physical
machine, providing each of the virtualized resources to a virtual machine (VM).
Recent popular hypervisor titles for cloud computing include KVM [8], Xen [2],
and VMware ESXi [6].

Because almost every cloud service provider operates on a pay-per-use basis,
the question of whether a hypervisor can run parallel applications with accept-
able performance at lower cost has become an important issue. In virtualization,
the main factor that decides the performance of parallel applications is the CPU
scheduler of each hypervisor [16][11]. The scheduler multiplexes all virtual CPUs
(VCPUs) in a system according to its particular policy. Because of this additional
scheduling layer, it is difficult to estimate the performance of parallel applica-
tions in virtualization before deploying them, even though performance in the
native environment is already known.

In this paper, we provide a comprehensive performance model that can pre-
dict the performance of parallel applications in different scheduling policies and
evaluate the model in the representative hypervisors. The main contributions of
this paper related to previous studies are as follows:

• We provide theoretical performance modeling and prediction for parallel ap-
plications in virtualization. Previous research studies [17][12][13] only address
virtualization overheads based on experiments. To the best of our knowledge,
no other research studies have suggested practical performance models yet.

• We present the evaluation results of the performance model on the repre-
sentative hypervisors. Throughout the evaluation, we show that our per-
formance prediction model is accurate and reliable to such an extent as to
predict the performance of parallel applications in virtualization before di-
rectly deploying them.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we explain
the background of VM scheduling policies. In Section 3, we provide the perfor-
mance prediction model. Section 4 shows the performance evaluation results.
Section 5 explains related work. Finally, we present our conclusions in Section 6.

2 Background

2.1 Scheduling Policy

One of the main tasks of a VM scheduler is to choose which virtual CPU should
be assigned to a physical core. A VM scheduler schedules all VCPUs in a sys-
tem according to its policy that has purposes such as improving responsiveness,
throughput, and utilization.

KVM. The Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS) [8] was introduced as the Linux
CPU scheduler from the Linux kernel 2.6.23. The goal of the CFS is to give each
VCPU a fair amount of CPU time by maintaining a balance between them. For
this purpose, the CFS scheduler tracks the virtual runtime that is the amount
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of CPU time given to each VCPU at a certain point. In scheduling VCPUs, the
CFS selects VCPUs with smaller virtual runtimes-that means some VCPUs have
not received sufficient CPU time compared to other VCPUs-thus maintaining
the balance. In addition to this basic policy, it considers I/O-intensive VCPUs
by giving them a comparable share of CPU time when they request the CPU.

Xen. In recent versions of Xen, the credit scheduler [2], which is a proportional
fair-share CPU scheduler, is used by default. The credit scheduler schedules do-
mains fairly based on the credit amount that is determined by the weight each
domain receives. Credit refers to CPU time or CPU bandwidth for which each
domain can run. Three VCPU priorities are defined in the current Xen imple-
mentation: UNDER (value of -1), OVER (-2), and BOOST (0). The priority of
the VCPU is determined by the remaining credit amount of the VCPU when the
global account thread is running. If the credit amount of the VCPU is positive,
the priority of the VCPU is UNDER. Conversely, if the credit amount is nega-
tive, the priority of the VCPU becomes OVER. BOOST priority is introduced to
improve I/O performance of domains in terms of both bandwidth and latency.

VMware. The relaxed coscheduler [15] in VMware is based on the proportional-
share-based algorithm in which each VM has resource specifications such as
shares, reservation, and limit. The scheduler maintains the consumed CPU re-
source of each VM, and makes scheduling decisions based on the recorded data.
If a VM consumes less CPU than allowed, the VM is temporarily assigned a
higher priority than other VMs, and it is chosen to run next. When a VM is
selected to run, the ESXi scheduler uses a co-scheduling policy, also known as
gang scheduling, which executes all VCPUs of a single VM at the same time.
This scheduling policy is beneficial to parallel applications because threads that
frequently attempt to synchronize with each other can decrease their waiting
time by running the VCPUs concurrently.

3 Performance Prediction

In this section, we theoretically show how the execution time of a parallel pro-
gram is determined in the virtualization environments. For simplicity, we make
some assumptions needed to build our VM scheduling model and policy. First,
we assume that the number of threads in a parallel application does not exceed
the number of VCPUs in the VM. This assumption is rational because CPU-
intensive applications commonly run using a number of threads equal to or less
than the number of cores [10]. Second, each thread is fixed to a VCPU to avoid
the cost of thread migration in a guest OS. Third, each parallel thread is as-
sumed to be blocked rather than spin when the thread has to wait for other
threads during synchronization. In virtualization, this wait policy is generally
configured in order to prevent superfluous CPU spinning.
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3.1 VM Scheduling Model and Policy

To predict the performance of parallel programs in virtualization, we formalize
the VM scheduling model and policy. P = {P1, P2, ..., P|P |} represents phys-
ical CPUs, where |P | is the number of physical CPUs in the system. V =
{V1, V2, ..., V|V |} indicates VMs running on the physical CPUs, where |V | is
the number of VMs in the system. The weight of VM Vi is represented by
ω(Vi), which is a relative proportion of CPU consumption. Therefore, we have
|V |∑

i=1

ω(Vi) = 1. C(Vi) = {vi1, vi2, ..., vi|C(Vi)|} indicates VCPUs running on VM

Vi, and the number of VCPUs is |C(Vi)|.
We need to define the fair amount of received CPU by VCPU vij from time 0 to

t, which we call F (t, i, j). F (t, i, j) is determined by the number of processors, the
weight proportion of the VM, and the number of VCPUs in the VM. Reflecting
these factors, we define F (t, i, j) as

F (t, i, j) = |P |×ω(Vi)
|C(Vi)| × t (1)

Then, we define the amount of CPU time that a VCPU actually uses in the
scheduling interval [t1, t2) as R(t1, i, j). Then, we can derive the next scheduling
time t2 as follows. To guarantee fairness in sharing CPU time, the hypervisor
scheduler should meet the following condition: F (t2, i, j) = F (t1, i, j)+R(t1, i, j).

Therefore, using Equation (1), we have |P |×ω(Vi)
|C(Vi)| ×t2 = |P |×ω(Vi)

|C(Vi)| ×t1+R(t1, i, j).

Then, we obtain the following equation.

t2 = t1 +
R(t1,i,j)×|C(Vi)|

|P |×ω(Vi)
(2)

3.2 Execution Time of a Single Phase

A parallel application distributes the total work into several parallel threads.
Each thread then consists of multiple phases, each of which has one compu-
tation part and one subsequent synchronization part. Through the latter part,
all computations in the same phase must be finished before the next phase
begins. To obtain the execution time of a single phase in virtualization, we de-
fine the execution time of the computation part of VCPU vij during the mth
phase as compT (m, vij) and the synchronization part as syncT (m, vij). Then,
the execution time of the mth phase, execP (m), is as follows: execP (m) =
compT (m, vij) + syncT (m, vij).

compT . The value of the computation part itself may be longer than a time
slot of the hypervisor. We define the length of the computation part of VCPU
vij during the mth phase as C(m, vij). Then, we have C(m, vij) = Mm × S +
Frac(m, vij), where Mm ≥ 0, S is the length of a time slot, and Frac(m, vij)
is the remainder of the time. This computation part is executed using (Mm +
1) time slots. Let us assume that this computation part starts at t1 and the
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remaining part starts at tp. According to Equation (2), the second time slot of

this computation part has to start at the following point: t2 = t1 +
S×|C(Vi)|
|P |×ω(Vi)

.

Similarly, t3 = t2+
S×|C(Vi)|
|P |×ω(Vi)

= t1+(2×S×|C(Vi)|
|P |×ω(Vi)

). The (Mm+1)th time slot starts

at tp. Then, it should have the following value: tp = t1+(Mm× S×|C(Vi)|
|P |×ω(Vi)

). Then,

the execution time of the computation part of the mth phase, compT (m, vij), is
as follows: compT (m, vij) = tp+Frac(m, vij)−t1. Then, we obtain the following
equation:

compT (m, vij) = (Mm × S×|C(Vi)|
|P |×ω(Vi)

) + Frac(m, vij) (3)

syncT . The synchronization part follows the computation part, and the main
purpose of this part is to wait for other threads to finish their computation
parts while being blocked. Let us assume that the former computation part
starts at t1, and the next computation part starts at t2. To guarantee fairness
in sharing CPU time, the hypervisor should then execute the next part at the

following point according to Equation (2): t2 = t1 +
Frac(m,vij)×|C(Vi)|

|P |×ω(Vi)
, where

Frac(m, vij) is the remainder of C(m, vij) (see subsection compT ). Then, the
execution time of the synchronization part of the mth phase, sync preT (m, vij),
is as follows: sync preT (m, vij) = t2 − t1 − Frac(m, vij). Then, we obtain the

following equation: sync preT (m, vij) =
Frac(m,vij)×|C(Vi)|

|P |×ω(Vi)
− Frac(m, vij).

This value is derived on the assumption that the hypervisor ideally maintains
fairness between VMs. However, in our previous research [7], we showed that
this value can be significantly larger in real hypervisors. The credit scheduler
and the CFS adopt an asynchronous scheduling policy; therefore, they are not
synchronization-aware. The problem, then, is that those VCPUs required to
participate in each synchronization phase are not guaranteed to be scheduled
within the t2 value. Consequently, the execution time of the synchronization part
is increased, and this situation degrades the performance of parallel applications.
Conversely, when a coscheduling policy is selected, it makes all VCPUs in a VM
run on physical CPUs simultaneously. Therefore, this scheduling method can
make a synchronization environment similar to that of a non-virtualized OS,
therefore mitigating the increase in synchronization time.

To reflect the characteristic of each scheduling policy, we introduce a propor-
tional constant, H . The H value can be obtained by conducting experiments in
each virtualization environment. We repeatedly run our micro benchmark pro-
grams with a medium computation size (the details are provided in Section 4.1)
and measure the average synchronization time. Then, we compare the measured
value of each program with the calculated sync preT (m, vij) value to produce
the H value. We could check that the different programs produce similar H val-
ues in the same hypervisor. We determined that the values are 1.7 in KVM, 1.15
in Xen, and 0.7 in VMware. We multiply H by the intermediate value of the
synchronization part. Then, we obtain the following equation:

syncT (m, vij) = H × Frac(m, vij)× ( |C(Vi)|
|P |×ω(Vi)

− 1) (4)
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execP . Because we have execP (m) = compT (m, vij)+syncT (m, vij), we obtain
the following equation by adding Equations (3) and (4).

execP (m) = Mm × S×|C(Vi)|
|P |×ω(Vi)

+ Frac(m, vij)× (1 +H × ( |C(Vi)|
|P |×ω(Vi)

− 1)) (5)

3.3 Execution Time of a Parallel Program

Because a parallel application consists of multiple phases, the completion time
of a parallel application is the sum of the execution times of each phase in the
software. When the parallel application has |J | phases, the total completion time,
completionT , is obtained using Equation (5) as follows.

completionT =
|J|∑

m=1
execP (m)

=
|J|∑

m=1
{Mm × S×|C(Vi)|

|P |×ω(Vi)
+ Frac(m, vij)× (1 +H × ( |C(Vi)|

|P |×ω(Vi)
− 1))}

(6)

|C(Vi)|, |P |, ω(Vi), S, and H are predetermined in the virtualization environ-
ment. The value of Mm and Frac(m, vij) can be obtained from C(m, vij), which
is the length of the computation part of VCPU vij during the mth phase, be-
cause C(m, vij) = Mm ×S+Frac(m, vij). The C(m, vij) value can be obtained
in the non-virtualized environment manually by calculating the total number of
instruction cycles or automatically by using profiling tools that utilize Profiler
for OpenMP (POMP) and Opari [9]. Therefore, we can predict the performance
of parallel applications in virtualization without directly deploying them.

4 Performance Evaluation

4.1 Experimental Setup and Method

For all experiments in this paper, we used an Intel Xeon E5-2620 hexa-core
platform that has six cores running at 2.0 GHz with 15 MB of L3 cache and 16
GB of main memory. To realize exact one-to-one mapping between physical cores
and VCPUs, the hyper-threading technology is turned off. The system is hosted
by KVM 1.4.2, Xen 4.1.3, and VMware ESXi 5.0 on separate hard disk drives.
We use all guest OSs as Linux with the kernel version 2.6.32. In the experiments,
with regard to Xen, we did not use domain0, which is an administrator VM and
is responsible for processing I/O requests, leaving it mainly in the idle state. We
let the number of VCPUs of all VMs equal to the number of physical CPUs (six)
in order to make each group of VCPUs exploit the underlying physical CPUs
efficiently and thoroughly.
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In all Linux VMs, we use GCC 4.7.1, which supports the version 3.1 of the
OpenMP specification, and we set the waiting policy of OpenMP as PASSIVE
that blocks VCPUs when the synchronization condition is not met in order to
prevent superfluous CPU spinning at the user-level. To prevent kernel-level lock-
holder preemption (LHP) [14], we applied a Linux patch for paravirtualization
VMs [4] in Xen, and activated Intel Pause Loop Exiting (PLE), which is a
hardware-based feature, in KVM and VMware.

To evaluate the execution time prediction of a single phase as provided in
Equation (5), we develop a new micro benchmark program that is intended to
measure the overhead of a single phase that is composed of one computation
part and one subsequent synchronization part. The program can receive the
computation size of a thread as an input parameter so that we can make par-
allel programs of any size. We create 4 individual child benchmark programs
with computation sizes of a single phase as approximately 3,500 (small), 15,000
(medium), 35,000 (large), and 150,000 (very large) kilo-cycles per thread (in the
latest x86 architecture).

To evaluate the execution time prediction of a parallel program, provided in
Equation (6), we use NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) [1] that are programs
used to evaluate the performance of parallel supercomputers. In this research,
we use NPB version 3.2.1 for the OpenMP programming model and set the
problem size to A. The benchmark programs consist of CG, EP, FT, IS, MG,
BT, LU, LU-HP, and SP.

4.2 Prediction for a Single Phase

In this section, we show whether the performance prediction model provided in
Section 3.2 is accurate and reliable. For the experiment, a target VM executing
each child benchmark program was individually run on each hypervisor. The tar-
get VM had 6 VCPUs with 6 threads per our benchmark program that was based
on the assumption explained in Section 3. To adjust the target VM weight, we
deployed multiple CPU-bound VMs running our single-threaded CPU-intensive
program that simulates background workloads. Because we configured the num-
ber of VCPUs in all VMs as 6, we can set the weight of the target VM to 100%,
50%, 33%, 25%, 20%, and 17% by launching each background VM one by one.
For example, to set the weight of the target VM to 20%, we deploy the target
VM and 4 background VMs. For accuracy, we run our micro benchmark program
repeatedly more than 20,000 times in each hypervisor and then calculate the av-
erage execution time of the computation and synchronization part separately
during the run of a single VCPU.

To predict the performance of each program, we run each benchmark program
in the native Linux environment, and produce values of C(m, vij) which is the
length of the computation part of VCPU vij . Then, the Mm and Frac(m, vij)
values can be obtained as shown in Table 1, given that the time slice of KVM
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Table 1. Parameters required to predict the performance of a single phase. The unit
of time is ms.

Hypervisor Benchmark C(m,vij ) Mm S Frac(m,vij) H |C(Vi)| |P| 
KVM 3,500K 1.67 0 6 1.70 1.7 6 6

15,000K 8.36 1 6 2.40 1.7 6 6
35,000K 16.72 2 6 4.70 1.7 6 6
150,000K 83.59 13 6 5.60 1.7 6 6

Xen 3,500K 1.67 0 30 1.70 1.15 6 6
15,000K 8.36 0 30 8.40 1.15 6 6
35,000K 16.72 0 30 16.70 1.15 6 6
150,000K 83.59 2 30 23.60 1.15 6 6

VMware 3,500K 1.67 0 30 1.70 0.7 6 6
15,000K 8.36 0 30 8.40 0.7 6 6
35,000K 16.72 0 30 16.70 0.7 6 6
150,000K 83.59 2 30 23.60 0.7 6 6

is 6 ms, that of Xen is 30 ms, and that of VMware is 30 ms. Other values such
as H , |C(Vi)|, and |P | are also provided in the table. The H value is obtained
by the experiments as explained in Section 3.2. Then we use Equation (5) to
predict the time of each program.

The execution times of a single phase for KVM, Xen, and VMware, for which
the weight was changed from 100% to 17%, are shown in Figure 1. We also
provide the measured synchronization (SyncT ) and computation (CompT ) time
which comprise the execution time, in order to help the analysis of the execution
overhead. The ratio of the difference between the measured and predicted time
to the measured time, defined as predicted time−measured time

measured time , follows each graph.
As the graphs show, our prediction model can estimate the execution time of a
single phase quite accurately in Xen and VMware, and approximately in KVM.
In most cases, the value of the ratio is within 19% in KVM (19% in average),
15% (9% in average) in Xen, and 6% (4% in average) in VMware.

The KVM result shows that the scheduler imposes an additional overhead
when the weight is 50% in all benchmark programs. It seems that the CFS
cannot properly deal with the situation in which the workloads are apparently
asymmetric. The result also shows that our prediction model is not accurate for
the small program (3,500 K). This is because the actual synchronization time
was shorter than the prediction, and we are investigating the exact reason for
this. In Xen, our prediction model underestimates the execution time of the small
program because the actual synchronization time was longer than expected. This
situation seems to be related to the minimum preemption time of Xen (2 ms).
The small programmust be repeatedly blocked and unblocked during a relatively
short time. However, Xen prevents VCPUs from preemption during the first 2
ms in order to prohibit starvation. When the small program cannot preempt the
current VCPU, this seems to cause extra synchronization overhead. The VMware
result shows that the scheduler can solidly process parallel applications without
fluctuation as it adopts the coscheduling policy for synchronization.
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100% 50% 33% 25% 20% 17% 100% 50% 33% 25% 20% 17% 100% 50% 33% 25% 20% 17% 100% 50% 33% 25% 20% 17%
3,500K 15,000K 35,000K 150,000K

SyncT 0.5 7.8 5.7 6.9 7.1 7.6 1.4 23.0 15.5 20.6 26.1 31.2 1.6 25.6 21.6 27.2 34.6 40.8 5.9 42.2 37.5 46.7 58.5 68.8
CompT 1.7 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.9 8.7 17.3 18.5 21.5 22.8 25.7 17.4 40.2 45.1 53.0 62.6 72.5 87.4 200.7 265.2 346.4 430.4 514.4
Measured time 2.2 9.7 7.5 8.7 8.9 9.5 10.0 40.3 34.0 42.2 48.9 56.9 18.9 65.8 66.7 80.2 97.2 113.3 93.4 242.9 302.7 393.1 488.9 583.2
Predicted time 1.7 4.6 7.6 10.4 13.3 15.8 8.4 18.5 28.9 38.6 48.7 57.6 16.7 36.7 57.3 76.7 96.7 114.3 83.6 171.1 261.3 346.2 433.7 510.9
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Fig. 1. Execution time of a single phase for KVM, Xen, and VMware, for which the
weight was changed from 100% to 17%, and the ratio of the difference between the
measured and predicted time to the measured time
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Fig. 2. Measured and predicted time values of the NPB benchmarks for KVM, Xen,
and VMware, for which the weight was changed from 100% to 17%

4.3 Prediction for a Parallel Program

In this section, we show whether the performance prediction model for a parallel
program, provided in Section 3.3, is precise. For the experiment, we used IS,
EP, BT, and LU-HP in the NPB program. IS and EP are kernel programs that
have short execution times whereas BT and LU-HP are pseudo applications that
have long completion times. We repeatedly ran each benchmark program for ten
rounds in each weight configuration and produced the average execution time.
In addition, to predict the performance, we deployed each benchmark program
in the native Linux environment, with ompP [5], a profiling tool for OpenMP
applications, and obtained the C(m, vij) value of each phase.

The measured and predicted time values of the NPB benchmarks for KVM,
Xen, and VMware, for which the weight was changed from 100% to 17%, are
shown in Figure 2. For IS, EP, and BT, our prediction model could estimate
the execution times of the programs quite accurately in all hypervisors. In most
cases, the ratio of the difference between the measured and predicted time to
the measured time is within 5% for IS, 8% for EP, and 13% for BT. However,
our model suffered in the case of LU-HP. LU-HP is the hyperplane version of
LU, and is composed of lots of small size computation parts (in our experiment,
1,108,416 × 0.5ms). Therefore, the program seemed to cause severe synchro-
nization overheads across all hypervisors as explained in Section 4.2. When we
changed the H value for the small size computation part to 6 in KVM, 4 in
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Xen, and 2.9 in VMware, we could predict the execution times more correctly
as depicted in Figure 2.

5 Related Work

There are several studies to resolve the synchronization problem of virtualiza-
tion. Relaxed coscheduling [15] of VMware ESXi is a representative coscheduling
algorithm for synchronization. Instead of forcing all VCPUs of a VM to be simul-
taneously scheduled, the scheduler enables the VCPUs to be scheduled within
the skew value. As another coscheduling approach, Weng et al. [16] proposed hy-
brid scheduling in the Xen hypervisor. For only concurrent VMs, the scheduler
determines to coschedule VCPUs; other VCPUs are scheduled asynchronously.
The researchers also provided simple modeling for the performance of parallel
applications. However, because the proposed model assumes that the size of the
computation part is equal to a single time slice, it is inadequate for the real
hypervisors.

There are several studies to explain the virtualization overhead of Xen. Xu et
al. [17] revealed that the performance of Xen VMs could reach the performance
in the native environment only when few synchronization operations are used,
and the number of VCPUs in the VM does not exceed the number of physical
CPUs. Tao et al. [12][13] quantified the performance deficit of OpenMP appli-
cations in Xen VMs . They showed that the inefficiency of the kernel blocking
operation decreases the performance of some parallel applications in the virtual
environment. However, these studies only show preliminary results, and there-
fore, they are insufficient to predict the performance of parallel applications in
virtualization.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a performance model that can predict the perfor-
mance of parallel applications in various scheduling policies. First, we provided
theoretical performance modeling and prediction for parallel applications in vir-
tualization, Second, we showed the evaluation results of the performance model
on the representative hypervisors. We hope that our research will contribute to-
ward further studies on parallel computing performed in a virtual environment.
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